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Top: Selfie of the artist in her studio, 2020
Below: Morning, oil on canvas, 24” x 36”

Lisa Noble’s exploration of the physical 
embodiments and psychological 
notions of home, as well as conditions of 
presence and absence, are extensions 
of the artist’s emotional inquiries and 
her reflections upon personal growth. 
Noble’s environments are presented  
as integral to a specific memory that  
is at once personal, familiar, imperfect, 
and unusual. 

Noble began her formal artistic training 
at the Alberta College of Art & Design in 
1996. She relocated to the United States 
in 1997 to complete her BFA at the 
Corcoran College of Art & Design  
in Washington, D.C. During each year  
of study Noble received the Dean’s Merit 
and Corcoran Scholarships. 

Her work is included in numerous private 
collections and has been exhibited in 
galleries across the U.S. Noble lives and 
paints in Old Town, Alexandria, Virginia.

I paint as a means to write a new memoir 
for myself because I have lived my life 
by a set of incomplete stories. Over 
time I filled in the blanks with my own 

ideas, blending myth and reality into 
an acceptable framework that carried 
me into adulthood. The structures that 
punctuate the landscape of my youth 
and the objects contained within their 
interiors serve as markers along the path 
to exploring and, at times, unearthing  
my personal history. 

When I started this series I did so with 
the mindset that if I didn’t look back,  
I would never be able to move forward  
as an artist. 

The family cabins are an important part 
of my personal history. I paint these 
places of my upbringing in an effort to 
better understand why I see the world  
as I do today. 

I have also ventured beyond the cabin 
interiors to the surrounding prairie and 
lakeside. Along this journey reside the 
structures and landmarks of my past. 
Like temples and totems they punctuate 
the landscape of my memory, offering 
new territory to explore. The outdoors 
requires a different way of painting, 
setting forth new challenges.



 “Lisa Noble’s light filled paintings represent places of her past 
and personal history. Her paintings are iconic representations 
of her efforts to map out the context of her childhood and 
early development and in the process the works become 
universal symbols of memory. The Tupperware pitcher 
on the kitchen cabinet, the wash cloth carefully hung but 
resting at an angle, the patterned wallpaper in the bedroom 
are memory imprints of her notion of home ... The work of 
Hopper is called to mind when viewing the works but also  
the 19th century painters Vuillard and Bonnard.”

Mary Welch-Higgins, Gallery Director and Curator 
Rachel M. Schlesinger Concert Hall and Arts Center at  
Northern Virginia Community College

Clockwise: 
Dorothy’s Apartment, oil on canvas, 30” x 40”
Walk To The Lake, oil on canvas, 30” x 30”
Perennials (Pink & White), oil on canvas, 30” x 30”
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